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C O L L E C T I O N



Founded in 1858 by a Somerset family of wool merchants, the Price Brothers and Co. 
business developed 100% wool mattresses that were of such high quality, they became 
known as mattresses that you could truly ‘rely-on’ for a good night’s sleep.

And so the Relyon name was born out of a reputation for hand crafting wonderfully 
comfortable natural mattresses. Today our beds harness the skills of Relyon’s artisan 
rich pedigree and combine them with the finest natural fillings, perfectly engineered 
calico covered pocket springs and a host of bespoke tailoring options.

Approaching luxury comfort in a haute couture fashion sense, the Heritage Collection 
is endlessly customisable and can be individually tailored to suit all your unique 
requirements, whilst delivering uncompromising elegance to any bedroom.

RELYON -  THE MASTER BED MAKERS





The perfect mattress is a retreat for your body, mind and soul.  A constant place of health 
and well-being away from the rhythm of our daily lives. A place we return to for a great 
night’s sleep and rely on to awake feeling refreshed and revived ready for the glories of 
the day ahead.

It is said that time costs nothing, but at Relyon we say that time is invaluable. Selecting 
the perfect mattress should take all the time it needs. After all, it is an investment in your 
future health and well-being and the benefits are priceless.

Perfect support is achieved when your spine is in neutral alignment. This applies when 
standing, sitting or lying down, perfect posture is the key to a good night’s sleep.

THE PERFECT MAT TRESS



Too Soft
Spine is out of neutral alignment. The spine bows downwards creating pressure around the hips and lower back.

Perfect Support
Spine is neutral and in line. The heavier parts of the body, the knees, hips and shoulders are correctly supported.

Too Firm
Spine is out of neutral alignment. Spine bows upwards creating pressure around the shoulders and knees.



SOMERSET ARTISANS

From grandparents, to parents, to sons and daughters, generations of Somerset artisans have passed down their aprons 
of knowledge keeping very much alive the traditional skills that make Relyon beds, the best beds in the world.



The natural comfort experts



Traditional hand side stitching



Our divan making skills are unparalleled. Our hand lashed, hand side stitched, traditionally cane edged and tufted divans are the envy 
of the bed world and epitomise Relyon’s commitment to preserving heritage bed making skills that would be lost, but for our efforts.



LUXURY FROM NATURE

Cotton
We only use extra-long staple fibre cotton 
because of its incredible durability and super 
soft characteristics. Exceptionally breathable 
and highly absorbent, cotton is excellent at 
controlling body temperature through its 
superior moisture wicking properties.

Cashmere
Renowned for its luxurious, but resilient soft 
fibres, cashmere is also wonderfully insulating 
and absorbent. The goat naturally sheds its 
winter coat from which the super soft under 
down fibre is collected.

Horsetail hair
Utilised in construction, furniture, pottery 
and textiles for centuries, horsetail hair is the 
longest natural fibre and a key ingredient to our 
luxury beds. Twisted to provide extra resilience 
and bounce, horsetail hair is the perfect natural 
spring partner for our sumptuous beds.



Lambswool
Typically reserved for high grade textiles, 
lambswool is the first wool shorn from young 
sheep. Soft and very elastic, lambswool also 
provides coolness in the summer and warmth in 
the winter and is highly prized as a mattress filling.

Merino wool
Famed for its silky soft fineness Merino wool 
is not only sumptuous, but its hydroscopic 
properties encourage the evaporation of body 
moisture, ensuring a really comfortable sleeping 
environment.

Mohair
Mohair is an ultra fine yarn produced from the 
hair of an Angora goat and is naturally resilient, 
soft and luxuriously comfortable. Nicknamed 
the ‘Diamond’ fibre for its superior lustre, 
mohair is warm in winter due to its excellent 
insulating properties, and remains cool in 
summer due to its moisture wicking properties.



At the heart of all our Heritage mattresses is the Relyon classic pocket spring. Manufactured at our factory in Wellington, Somerset, 
using a specially developed steel alloy that includes Titanium for class leading strength, comfort and durability.

SPRING INTO COMFORT

Hand centre tied calico pocket springs



Comfort and support is never determined by a number. All of our pocket spring systems are considerately engineered using the latest steel alloys, 
the perfect wire gauge, tension and geometry. The result? The perfect pocket spring designed to work in harmony with your body.



SLEEPING SOUNDLY WITH RELYON

Sound quality

Our journey to make the best beds in the world does not start on a production line, it starts with 
our suppliers. Whether standing in a Somerset farmers field with our wool merchant or scrutinising 
our steel quality with our supplier in Derbyshire, we ensure we only ever select the very best 
ingredients for our luxury beds.

Quality without compromise is at the heart of everything we do, which is why we were the first 
bed manufacturing company to be awarded a highly prestigious Manufacturing Guild Mark by the 
Worshipful Company of Furniture Makers.



Environmentally sound sleep

Relyon were the first company to develop recyclable mattresses back in 1858. Our pure wool mattresses were often re-purposed by their owners who 
took advantage of the resilient wool interiors for insulation or compost.

Today our sustainable and environmental credentials remain as strong as ever. We continually invest in reducing our energy and water consumption 
and were the first bed manufacturing company to fit low energy lighting across our entire manufacturing estate. The timber we source is either FSC 
or PEFC certified as is the paper we use to print our literature. We purchase all our energy from 100% green tariffs and transport our products on the 
most fuel efficient and aerodynamically sound distribution fleet available. All this and more because we want you to sleep soundly knowing our beds 
do not cost the earth.





The Heritage Collection by Relyon combines 160 years of time cultivated expertise, 
craftsmanship and excellence. Internationally renowned for hand crafting the best 

beds in the world, this collection of nine beds epitomises Relyon’s continual quest for 
natural comfort, luxury and elegance.

HERITAGE
C O L L E C T I O N
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EMPEROR

Spring into comfort
• 3400* Calico pocket springs  

*in king size (150 x 200cm) mattress
• Hand nested in two layers
• Hand centre tied

Artisan features
• 5 rows of hand side stitching
• Turnable mattress
• Hand tufted with wool tufts
• Hand teased fillings
• Hand tailoring
• Handles to aid turning
• Vents for ventilation

Luxury from nature
• Lambswool layer
• Cotton layers
• Hand teased merino wool
• Hand teased cashmere
• Hand teased mohair
• Hand teased horse hair
• M-Pure treated mattress fabric

The jewel in the Heritage Collection crown, the Emperor consolidates all of our master craftsmen skills into one mattress.

M-Pure is a natural fire resistant treated fabric. This non chemical 
FR treatment uses biologically based ingredients that make it bio-
degradable, environmentally friendly and 100% sustainable.
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GRANDEE

Satisfyingly deep and sumptuously upholstered, the Grandee epitomises the Heritage Collections’ commitment to hand crafted excellence.

Artisan features
• 4 Rows of hand side stitching
• Turnable mattress
• Hand tufted with wool tufts
• Hand teased fillings
• Hand tailoring
• Handles to aid turning
• Vents for ventilation

Luxury from nature
• Lambswool layer
• Cotton layers
• Hand teased mohair
• Hand teased horse hair
• Cashmere and silk layer
• M-Pure treated mattress fabric

Spring into comfort
• 2400* Calico pocket springs  

*in king size (150 x 200cm) mattress
• Hand nested in two layers
• Hand centre tied

M-Pure is a natural fire resistant treated fabric. This non chemical 
FR treatment uses biologically based ingredients that make it bio-
degradable, environmentally friendly and 100% sustainable.
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MARQUESS

Sublimely comfortable, the lambswool rich Marquess combines the best of British craftsmanship with plump luxurious natural upholstery.

Luxury from nature
• Lambswool layers
• Cotton layer
• Hand teased lambswool
• Hand teased mohair
• M-Pure treated mattress fabric

Spring into comfort
• 2200* Calico pocket springs  

*in king size (150 x 200cm) mattress
• Hand nested in two layers
• Hand centre tied

Artisan features
• 3 rows of hand side stitching
• Turnable mattress
• Hand tufted with wool tufts
• Hand teased fillings
• Hand tailoring
• Handles to aid turning
• Vents for ventilation

M-Pure is a natural fire resistant treated fabric. This non chemical 
FR treatment uses biologically based ingredients that make it bio-
degradable, environmentally friendly and 100% sustainable.
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BALMORAL

The twin layers of pocket springs in the Balmoral combine with the hair rich luxurious natural upholstery for a brilliantly supportive 
and lofty mattress.

Artisan features
• 3 Rows of hand side stitching
• Turnable mattress
• Hand tufted with wool tufts
• Handles to aid turning
• Vents for ventilation

Luxury from nature
• Cotton layer
• Wool, cotton and hair layer
• M-Pure treated mattress fabric

Spring into comfort
• 2000* Pocket springs   

*in king size (150 x 200cm) mattress
• Hand nested in two layers
• Hand centre tied M-Pure is a natural fire resistant treated fabric. This non chemical 

FR treatment uses biologically based ingredients that make it bio-
degradable, environmentally friendly and 100% sustainable.
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WOOLSACK

Hand tailored and stuffed with beautiful soft wool, silk and hair, the superbly comfortable Woolsack gives a gentle nod to our wool 
merchant heritage. 

Luxury from nature
• Deep wool layers
• Cashmere and silk layer
• M-Pure treated mattress fabric

Artisan features
• 2 Rows of hand side stitching 
• Turnable mattress
• Hand tufted with wool tufts
• Handles to aid turning
• Vents for ventilation

Spring into comfort
• 1750* Pocket springs   

*in king size (150 x 200cm) mattress
• Hand nested in a single layer
• Hand centre tied M-Pure is a natural fire resistant treated fabric. This non chemical 

FR treatment uses biologically based ingredients that make it bio-
degradable, environmentally friendly and 100% sustainable.
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BRAEMAR

Designed to provide firmer luxury support, the Braemar is an elegant mattress upholstered with copious amounts of cotton, cashmere, 
lambswool and silk.

Luxury from nature
• Cotton layers
• Lambswool layer
• Cashmere and silk layer
• Deep soft layer
• M-Pure treated mattress fabric

Artisan features
• 2 Rows of hand side stitching
• Turnable mattress
• Hand tufted with wool tufts
• Handles to aid turning
• Vents for ventilation

Spring into comfort
• 1400* Pocket springs   

*in king size (150 x 200cm) mattress
• Hand nested in a single layer
• Hand centre tied

M-Pure is a natural fire resistant treated fabric. This non chemical 
FR treatment uses biologically based ingredients that make it bio-
degradable, environmentally friendly and 100% sustainable.
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CHATSWORTH

A beautifully hand tailored mattress, the Chatsworth combines hand tied pocket springs with hand layered luxury natural fillings for 
supremely supportive comfort.

Luxury from nature
• Wool layer
• Cotton layers
• Cashmere and silk layer
• M-Pure treated mattress fabric

Artisan features
• 2 Rows of hand side stitching
• Turnable mattress
• Hand tufted with felt tufts
• Handles to aid turning
• Vents for ventilation

Spring into comfort
• 1200* Pocket springs   

*in king size (150 x 200cm) mattress
• Hand nested in a single layer
• Hand centre tied

M-Pure is a natural fire resistant treated fabric. This non chemical 
FR treatment uses biologically based ingredients that make it bio-
degradable, environmentally friendly and 100% sustainable.
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VIENNA ORTHO

The Vienna Ortho has been designed with firmer comfort layers and pocket springs to create a very supportive, yet comfortable mattress.

Luxury from nature
• Cotton layer
• Lambswool layer
• Resilient foam

Artisan features
• 2 Rows of hand side stitching
• Turnable mattress
• Hand tufted with felt tufts
• Handles to aid turning
• Vents for ventilation

Spring into comfort
• 1000* Pocket springs   

*in king size (150 x 200cm) mattress
• Hand nested in a single layer
• Hand centre tied
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SEATON

Luxury from nature
• Cotton layer
• Deep soft layers
• Resilient foam
• M-Pure treated mattress fabric

Artisan features
• 2 Rows of hand side stitching
• Turnable mattress
• Hand tufted with felt tufts
• Handles to aid rotating
• Vents for ventilation

Spring into comfort
• 1000* Pocket springs   

*in king size (150 x 200cm) mattress
• Individually nested in a single layer

The perfect introduction to the Heritage Collection, the Seaton has been classically designed featuring sumptuously soft cotton, 
offering a naturally comfortable feel.

M-Pure is a natural fire resistant treated fabric. This non chemical 
FR treatment uses biologically based ingredients that make it bio-
degradable, environmentally friendly and 100% sustainable.
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The key to owning the perfect mattress is to 
take your time trying them. Consider your 
sleeping positions and the most comfortable 
size. Bear in mind that a larger bed will 
typically give you more space to enjoy an 
undisturbed night’s sleep.

Complement your mattress and refine the 
comfort by selecting the Heritage divan that 
suits you best. Consider adding storage to your 
divan from a selection of drawer options or an 
ottoman base.

Your perfect mattress and divan can be tailored 
to suit your individual taste and home decor 
with a Heritage Collection headboard. Choose 
from a vast array of stylish fabrics to complete 
your perfect bedroom.

DESIGN YOUR PERFECT BED

The Heritage Collection has been designed to make finding your perfect bed as easy as one two three.

3) Choose your headboard and fabric2) Choose your divan1) Choose your mattress
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• Layer of pocketed springs
• Heavy duty open coil springs
• Hand tufted and hand side stitched
• Height 37.5cm
• Firmer feel
• Only available with the Emperor and 

Grandee mattresses

• Pocketed springs inside a wooden sided 
frame

• Timber frame with solid sides, hard wood 
corner blocks and dovetail jointed timber 
drawers

• Drawer options available on standard 
height

• Standard height option 41.5cm
• Low height option 32cm
• Medium feel

Hand side stitched pocketed divan

Firm edge pocketed  divan

Ingenious storage solution option, more 
storage space than a drawer divan.
• Height 41.5cm

• Low profile padded top base
• Height 31cm
• Solid beech cone legs
• Extra firm feel

• Standard height option 41.5cm
• Low height option 32cm
• Extra firm feel

Padded top ottoman Padded top on legsPadded top divan

THE PERFECT DIVAN

The marriage between mattress and divan is very important to your comfort. Selecting the right divan is as important as selecting the right mattress. 
Divans can be selected to fine tune your mattress, whether you wish it to be firmer or softer.
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Drawer Considerations
• Will you be able to open the drawer?
• Do you have bedside tables?
• How much storage do you actually need?

Artisan Features
• Solid hardwood timber
• Dovetail jointed for strength
• Steel ball bearing runners
• Ultra smooth operation

TRADITIONAL TIMBER DRAWERS

Storage is a precious commodity in most modern homes. Our superior quality drawer options are the perfect bedroom tidying solution. Available on our pocketed, firm edge pocketed and 
padded top divan options our drawers are constructed from solid timber with dovetail joints. For durability, we have developed steel ball bearing runners that have a brilliantly smooth action.

Single Double and above

2+2 Drawer set 
(2 Large and 2 small drawers)

Single Double and above

Non storage

Divan drawer specifications Width Length Height for 
internal storage

Storage weight 
limit

Large timber drawers 77.5cm 51cm 15cm 25kg

Small timber drawers 37cm 51cm 15cm 25kg

4 Large drawer set

Double and above

2 Drawer set
(2 Large drawers)

Single Double and above
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OT TOMAN STORAGE DIVAN

The padded top ottoman divan is an ideal solution if space is limited in your bedroom as it provides generous storage space for linen, towels or clothes. A king size (150 x 200cm) 
ottoman divan has six times more space than a two drawer divan. The ottoman divan has gas rams and hand holes to make it easier to open.  Suitable for all mattress except the 
Emperor and Grandee.

Height including castors Height for internal 
storage

Maximum height with the lid 
open without mattress

Storage weight limit

41.5cm 25cm 141cm 25kg per compartment 
distributed evenly across the 
compartment area
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HEADBOARDS

To personalise and complete your Relyon Heritage mattress and divan we have designed a range of 14 headboards offering a blend 
of modern, traditional and contemporary styles. Available in a host of fabric options and heights, these beautifully hand-crafted 
headboards will form the centre piece of your dream bedroom.

Matrix
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 10cm

Regal
Height 163cm

Width of bed +25cm
Depth 26cm

Grand
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 8cm

Harlequin
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 8cm

LortonAugust with a curved profile Santon Consort

Bedfix
1 Row of buttons
Panel height 70cm 
Width same as bed

Depth 8cm

Extra height
2 Rows of buttons

Height 135cm
Width same as bed

Depth 8cm

Contemporary

Bedfix
1 Row of buttons
Panel height 70cm 
Width same as bed

Depth 8cm

Extra height
2 Rows of buttons

Height 135cm
Width same as bed

Depth 8cm

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm 
Width same as bed

Depth 7cm

Extra height
Height 132cm

Width same as bed
Depth 7cm

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm 
Width same as bed

Depth 8cm

Extra height
Height 132cm

Width same as bed
Depth 8cm

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm 
Width same as bed

Depth 10cm

Extra height
Height 132cm

Width same as bed
Depth 10cm
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Bed-fix
2 Rows of buttons
Panel height 70cm 
Width same as bed

Depth 8cm

Extra height
2 Rows of buttons

Height 135cm
Width same as bed

Depth 8cm

Rydal Baronial Honour

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm 
Width same as bed

Depth 7.5cm

Extra height
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 7.5cm

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm 
Width same as bed

Depth 7.5cm

Extra height
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 7.5cm

ModernLindal

Monroe Bedfix
Panel height 70cm 

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Hepburn Bedfix
Panel height 70cm 

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Buttons Bedfix
Panel height 58cm 

Width same as bed, Depth 7cm

Cirrus Bedfix
Panel height 58cm 

Width same as bed, Depth 7cm

Contour Bedfix
Panel height 58cm 

Width same as bed, Depth 7cm

Curve Bedfix
Panel height 58cm 

Width same as bed, Depth 7cm

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm 
Width same as bed

Depth 7.5cm

Extra height
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 7.5cm

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm 
Width same as bed

Depth 7.5cm

Extra height
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 7.5cm

Loren

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm 

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Extra Height
Height 132cm

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Taylor

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm 

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Extra height
Height 132cm

Width same as bed
Depth 7cm
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FABRIC OPTIONS

From textured upholstery to luxurious velvets, all in a variety of colours, this wide selection of divan and headboard fabrics offer a stylish solution for any bedroom design. 
Whether you are looking for a classical divan set in a neutral colour or a coloured statement piece, the collection ha  s a fabric to suit. 

RANGE A FABRICS

The fabric colours in this brochure may vary slightly from the actual colours due to colour replication in the printing process.

Dynamic
0372

Mist
0382

Voltaic
0370

Mineral Grey
3114

Atomic
0373

Zen Green
0383

Cedar
3111

Welsh Flint
0386

Azure
0384

Fusion
0371

Cherry Blossom
0385

Steel
3113

Miami Sand
3112

Spirit
0374

Flint
7565

Bay Mist
7241

Angelic Blue
8070

Amethyst
7886

Taupe
7240

Irresistible Onyx
8072

Granite
7239

Pacific
7824
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RANGE B FABRICSRANGE B FABRICS

Silver Fox
0394

Grey Dawn
0380

Mink
0401

Biscuit
0379

Olive
0430

Cousteau
0395

Midnight
0402

Blush
 0393

Aubergine
0378

Foggy Grey
0405

Charcoal
0407

Grey Steel
0409

Beige
0406

Sea Blue
0408

Pistachio
0410

Coral
0411

Aluminium
0423

Bright Silver
0424

Obsidian
0425

Fine Silver
0416

Zinc
0417

Pebble
0421

Air Force Grey
0413

Teal
0422

Russet
0412

Iconic Silver
7589

Lashes Black
3504

Boulevard Stone
3501

Atlantic
0258

Duck Egg
3524

Sahara
0260

Storm
0223

Rain
0259
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Emperor Grandee Marquess Balmoral Woolsack Braemar Chatsworth Vienna Ortho Seaton
K

ey
 fe

at
ur

es
Spring tension(s) available** S,M S,M,F S,M,F S,M,F M,F S,M,F M,F F S,M,F

Spring count in king size (150 x 200cm) mattress 3400 2400 2200 2000 1750 1400 1200 1000 1000

Double layer of hand centre tied pocket springs 3 3 3 3

Single layer of hand centre tied pocket springs 3 3 3 3 3

Mattress border height (cm) 33* 33* 30* 30* 30* 28.5* 28.5* 28.5* 28.5*

Rows of hand side stitching 5 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 2

Turnable 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

U
ph

ol
st

er
y 

fil
lin

gs

Hypo-allergenic layer 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Lambswool layer 3 3 3 3 3

Cotton layer 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Hand teased merino wool 3

Hand teased cashmere 3

Hand teased mohair 3 3 3

Hand teased horse hair 3 3

Cashmere and silk layer 3 3 3 3

Hand teased lambswool 3

Wool, cotton, hair layer 3

Wool layer 3 3

Deep soft layer 3

Resilient foam 3 3

* Including a 4cm maximum tolerance for loft of fillings for turnable mattresses.

** S = Soft tension. M = Medium tension. F = Firm tension.

MAT TRESS SPECIFICATION
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Zip and Link

Mattress 
border height 90 x 190cm 

120 x 
190cm 

135 x 
190cm 

140 x 
190cm 

150 x 
200cm 

160 x 
200cm 

180 x 
200cm 75 x 190cm 90 x 190cm 75 x 200cm 90 x 200cm

Emperor 33cm
Spring counts 1968 2706 2952 3182 3400 3526 3870 3444 3936 3612 4128

Weights 47kg 62kg 70kg 76kg 81kg 87kg 98kg 77kg 93kg 81kg 98kg

Grandee 33cm
Spring counts 1480 1998 2220 2300 2400 2808 3198 2516 2960 2652 3120

Weights 46kg 62kg 70kg 76kg 81kg 87kg 97kg 76kg 91kg 81kg 97kg

Marquess 30cm
Spring counts 1258 1702 1924 2106 2200 2496 2964 2220 2516 2340 2652

Weights 37kg 49kg 55kg 61kg 65kg 70kg 78kg 62kg 74kg 65kg 78kg

Balmoral 30cm
Spring counts 1258 1702 1824 1906 2000 2496 2964 2220 2516 2340 2652

Weights 35kg 47kg 52kg 57kg 61kg 73kg 73kg 58kg 70kg 61kg 73kg

Woolsack 30cm
Spring counts 1176 1085 1554 n/a 1750 n/a 2024 1400 1610 1480 1702

Weights 31kg 41kg 46kg n/a 54kg n/a 65kg 52kg 62kg 65kg 65kg

Braemar 28.5cm
Spring counts 805 1085 1225 1352 1400 1480 1665 1400 1610 1480 1702

Weights 29kg 39kg 44kg 48kg 52kg 55kg 62kg 49kg 58kg 51kg 62kg

Chatsworth 28.5cm
Spring counts 684 936 1044 1140 1200 1366 1462 1152 1368 1216 1444

Weights 25kg 33kg 37kg 41kg 43kg 46kg 52kg 41kg 50kg 43kg 52kg

Vienna Ortho 28.5cm
Spring counts 576 800 896 986 1000 1122 1292 960 1152 1020 1224

Weights 24kg 32kg 36kg 39kg 42kg 45kg 50kg 40kg 47kg 42kg 50kg

Seaton 28.5cm
Spring counts 576 800 896 986 1000 1122 1292 960 1152 1020 1224

Weights 22kg 29kg 33kg 36kg 38kg 41kg 46kg 37kg 44kg 38kg 46kg

MAT TRESS INFORMATION
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© Relyon Beds Ltd. Station Mills, Wellington, Somerset, TA21 8NN

© Relyon Ltd. not to be copied without permission.  All information correct at time of going to print.  
Relyon reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice.
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